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introduction
One sunny day, as I was walking from my apartment in Hollywood to the nearby
Vedanta Center, I took a familiar route that included the cross-streets Hollywood and
Vine – a popular tourist attraction that enlivened my daily trek around my
neighborhood.
As I was walking along contemplating the nature of love and language, one of the many
souvenir shops on Hollywood Blvd. was blasting the latest song from American rap
artist A$AP Rocky through over-sized speakers into the street. At this moment, three
concepts, love, language, and American pop culture, came crashing together, curled
around one another, and began doing their dance in my mind. For the rest of the walk
to the Vedanta Center, I hummed the beat to A$AP’s song while thinking about the
inherent separation of self and other in the phrase, “I love you.”
Arriving at the Vedanta Center, I walked through the campus to the open door of the
meditation hall, sat down on one of the empty benches, pulled my phone out of my
pocket, and wrote the first entry of this collection, a poem now called BULLET.
From there, A$AP Rocky became the central character of this collection of poems, an
exploration of love, revolution, and freedom expressed as teachings of Non-separation.
May his story remind you of the pre-existing unity living all of us.
Michael Richardson-Borne
2017

poems for a$ap Rocky

hollywood
In which A$AP Rocky walks from the Dolby Theater, pauses at Capitol Records, then
stops at the Vedanta Temple in Hollywood, California – contemplating LOVE.

6801 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90028
Head East on Hollywood Blvd.
Turn left onto Vine St.
1750 Vine Street, Los Angeles, CA 90028
Head North on Vine St. towards Yucca St.
Turn right onto Yucca St.
Turn left onto Argyle Ave.
Turn left onto Vine St.
Turn left onto Vedanta Terrace
1946 Vedanta Place, Los Angeles, CA 90068

part one – love

bullet
1946 Vedanta Place, Los Angeles, CA 90068

Despite being skeptical of the stereotype location –
green trees, white buildings, acoustic birds (and the like);
in a room that smells like old books, incense, city streets, & blood oranges,
A$AP notices his suﬀering shift from normal grinding to non-existent.
Without cause, concern, connection, or care,
whole communities rejoice in the eﬀortless labor of his new understanding;
margins are now over (as if they began,) this & that have zero syllables –
the lesser half of “I Love” is stripped of its relevance in an instant.
Looking around, A$AP sees 100% A$AP (a full reflection of himself);
and also no A$AP – with emerging thoughts not separate
from the room, the birds, or the skepticism, ever.
The world will never be only sun-flowers and ice cream, mid-sentence he thinks–
butterflies, the concrete, & violence are one essence anyway;
nobody is doing anything of their own accord, heart-breaking & relaxed at once.
Oﬀ-beat foreground of filtered stories, background of solid stillness,
A$AP’s final question sparks the on-set of a 21st century:
What will the future catalyze and is the self a circus clown or real?
The answer arrives like a well-intentioned bullet – no gun, no sound, but observable.
A$AP speaks: All inquiries are absurd when both life and death are weightless –
(love never jumping between objects as an action – but as the object & the action),
animating a universe of transparent blackness – like music, or magic, or mist.

valentine
1946 Vedanta Place, Los Angeles, CA 90068

Late night television – the stage is set, the mics are on, a sleepy nation is watching
measured minutes of marketing ploys & pointless pitches of patent pills –
(a prolonged commercial pre-cursor to A$AP’s prescription for the ultimate medicine.)
It’s mid-February, not leap year – so A$AP is centered with the American people,
red flowers & diamonds an after-thought, appetites of all varieties satiated.
How many roses & sweat-shop hearts were broken for a romance
of 300 million front-lit faces blind to their agreement of false love & separation?
90 seconds pass, he’s live, the lights go up, and A$AP speaks:
Happy Valentine’s from the vital voice being spoken by your watching;
It’s A$AP, not separate, the millennial maestro of millions, with a telegram.
Dear America, Dear World, Dear Humanity, Dear Whomever:
Love is not the feeling of attraction to a person or the height of extravagant thought –
Love is the movement (not separate) that is living you, your lover, and the mind, at once.
All that is desired is idolatry of something inside yourself, lovers included.
Tonight is the night to amend the holiday attempting to define our love.
One: Talk to her – see her arise impersonal, not separate from the looker.
Two: Talk to him – 2 somethings are forever divided while 2 nothings are forever.
Three: Talk to them – assuming separation, however subtle, breeds more separation.
Remember everything, including denim and consciousness, is perfectly real:
“I am love” is the only problem – (the final problem of the Separate Self.)
“I am not; the nothingness is love” – the only solution.

girls
1946 Vedanta Place, Los Angeles, CA 90068

The place between petals, a lit match with a vapor hood & autonomous cave;
Jasmine kisses – a mysterious expression of graceful gardens – calla lilies & begonias,
lavender, cherries, & orchids: the feeling of a thousand little deaths with vanilla
& cinnamon. Curving textures, secret tattoos, spiced milk & fruit lotions
over rose covered hips – peppermint & lace an inch below the navel.
Simple servants with similar dimensions – horizontal fabrics and peach perfume.
This is what girls were to A$AP before they (one day) became human.
It was summer in the city and for the first time he looked, (he really looked) –
and what he saw was hot & hurting (just like him). Real people, they were breathing
with organs & dancing on bones & talking with teeth – believable skeletons
dreaming of life, driven by ambition, hoping for love – ornaments of the ornamental,
their lives were delicate (like his) – like paper toys in a thunderstorm, like wind.
What he saw was boredom & twisted biology, personal lust
& the taboos of self-pleasure. Death was looming in every moment,
sad eyes dismissed as joyful play-things. These actions were the paramount
reduction when A$AP saw it take every wave & woman to make things whole.
Nothing’s planned, control’s an illusion, the process is holy (sex & first dates
will never be the same) – all conversations are talking to himself while the he
that was formerly him plays cards & calmly observes. From here there is
no experience – waves crash, babies cry, guns fire, protests rage, stars are born;
common ground is now a laughing matter. For A$AP, understanding girls was final.

religion
1946 Vedanta Place, Los Angeles, CA 90068

Dear god give A$AP bravado – give him hummingbirds on the porches
in the poorest of places. Give him a pulpit. Let his iPod be a hymnal
of mystical bars & empirical beats. Give him prestige: empower him
as a progressive professor on a planet (in a country) called earth. Give him cars
in Cambodia. Beautiful bodies in Bangladesh. Palm trees in Pakistan.
Give him kisses in Kenya, romance in Russia, mountains in Mexico.
Call him a cult: let his thoughts be canonical & (feel free) to embed him
in the strangest of weather. But don’t give his life the blue-print of another prophet –
dry beetles walk to their deaths in the sourness of shade – real love is dessert
in the desert. Give A$AP a mosque. Let the spires be needles that poke through
the clouds, slathered in graﬃti, religious logos, & the icons of popular culture.
Give him communion. Test his heart with heaven’s principle. Let his prayers
be peaceful ponderings to no-one – repetition of the past makes shallow corpses
rot in grass like living graves & breathing dust, forever. Give A$AP a temple.
Let his rabbis be genderless & seismically not separate. Give him luxury.
Let fire & fur hang from his private mantle – let silos of his favorite candy spill
into the streets. Give him courage. Let the stature of A$AP’s voice permeate
the perfect sky with candor and poise that rises like a steam balloon;
propelling the whole world to question how anybody gives anything to anybody
when every body is every thing? But don’t give A$AP his own religion –
dead wood and angels don’t mix well with permanent peace.

mushrooms
1946 Vedanta Place, Los Angeles, CA 90068

It’s all the same dimension – mushrooms take you nowhere, and there are blackbirds
to prove it. A$AP smiles – his memory of color-spectrum objects is a fond one.
Psychedelic trees with electric leaves shimmer through the textured facade
of neon pulsing windows that shake from the chanting voices of rainbow billboards
while the cross-section of a wine glass grows into a spiral staircase leading
somewhere profound. This is how A$AP located the mansion where his guardian
angels reside. Everything was a miracle (like this) or a nightmare depending
on the moment. Time was lengthened into century-minutes, cascading lights
in front of automatic doors lasting life-times. Golden retrievers had the faces
of battle-tested lions, meaningful to the point of tears. For A$AP, the world
became a wavy theater of what he thought was altered consciousness.
Impotence had no definition, wordless was a stately way of being and becoming
what he already was. Could the solutions to humanity’s problems live in the
intricacies of vegetable soup, enchanted sex, or the ascending & descending
scales of sophisticated jazz? Was the Brooklyn Bridge connected to the Syrian
civil war by a toddler’s finger A$AP saw in Shanghai or by a baby bird with
an open mouth waiting for a morsel of insect? Today, A$AP’s answer
is yes – three crows picking bread on the sidewalk as he peers out the window.
You can’t get closer to or further away from love. This was the lesson –
no matter how strange the scenery gets, the awareness behind the image
is steady. Silence doesn’t exist on the surface – it hides until it’s found.

skin
1946 Vedanta Place, Los Angeles, CA 90068

A rising sun on the shoulder; matching butterflies & a mustang, the Hollywood
sign & the Mona Lisa – three roses & a stargazer – a thunderbird, an anchor,
one handless clock & a heart with a devil’s tail: for A$AP, these were the images
that would tell his story, the realization of love that had happened in a flash.
Inspirational catharsis is what he called it; & now he had a lifetime to
translate the feeling – cloud tattoos in the empty spaces laced with periodic
script: Not Two, Keep Me Wild, Activity of the Thing, As God We Trust.
In these four sayings, A$AP is pointing to a potent understanding:
it takes everyone being powered by an impersonal God to create the future.
Appropriation is a myth. Race as a moniker is blasphemous – summer showers
fall on unified faces tilted upward towards the non-judging sky. A$AP blinks –
two eyelids touching in a single movement, not separate from the body,
a formless act of tears. In truth, his skin is the universal nameless –
a mysterious vulture in a global vineyard that produces black ink. Love,
as he presently knows it, is the common man’s dream become reality.
Although irrelevant, questions & answers are vividly sincere, the color
of one’s encasing is an afterthought; frictionless, the whole of American
culture is created by the whole. A$AP weeps – the eternal grind may be over
but the journey is just beginning. Independence is a sinkhole – positively
no room to wedge an object between God and his back. This is what never
& forever feel like: racism must be the natural dilemma of a great perfection.

emoji
1946 Vedanta Place, Los Angeles, CA 90068

Happy face. Blue heart. Thumbs up. High five. Sunshine. Full moon. Kiss.
This was the strand of love’s cliches that A$AP would send to every waking
satellite on the planet. It was cell phone digital love consisting of clusters of
euphoric emoji – cheap, disposable, demented, & dreamlike; cartoon symbols
posing as the real, a rendition of love that implied an opposite. This kind
of care had a sender & a receiver – back and forth fractured in the name of
romance. For A$AP, the definition of ecstasy had updated forever. If it was
love he wanted to preach, he’d take his phone, place it in a bottle, and toss
it out to sea. Then, he’d wash it ashore for the natives of everywhere –
proving to them the blankness of the screen & dead egoic battery is the
revealing of the accurate understanding, unpixellated. Love is a substrate.
Peace sign. Footprint. Diamond ring. Sunflower. Cobweb. Shooting star.
Sending these images to friends in Philadelphia, A$AP was no longer a
raisin in the sun – A$AP was the sun. Unmitigated. Love had conquered his
heart directly – nocturnal sunlight. A$AP launches a response to the thread:
Fireworks. Praying hands. Airplane. Checkered flag. Lightbulb. Saxophone.
Through these pictograms, A$AP was arriving. Even without an arrival point
interpretation was no longer his identity. Love was a sensuous golden omen.
Consciousness was an anchor. Life was the steady progression to where
progress was gone. Love was the cosmos in his blood. A$AP sends a final text:
Lock and Key. Angel. Red rose. Bullseye. Thunderbolt. Cannon ball. Crown.

lax
In which A$AP Rocky rides from the Vedanta Temple in Hollywood, California to Los
Angeles International Airport – contemplating REBELLION.

1946 Vedanta Place, Los Angeles, CA 90068
Head north on Vedanta Pl toward Vedanta Terrace
Turn left onto Vedanta Terrace
Turn left on Ivar Ave
Turn left onto Franklin Ave
Turn right onto Vine St (Continue onto N Rossmore Ave)
Turn right onto Wilshire Blvd
Turn left onto W Olympic Blvd
Turn right onto West Blvd
Turn left onto W Adams Blvd
Turn left onto W Jeﬀerson Blvd
Turn left onto S La Brea Ave
Turn right onto Stocker St
Use left 2 lanes to turn left onto S La Cienega Blvd

Slight right onto S La Tijera Blvd
Use the left 2 lanes to turn onto Airport Blvd
Turn right onto W Century Blvd
Keep left to continue on World Way
1 World Way, Los Angeles, CA 90045

part two – revolution

hoax
1 World Way, Los Angeles, CA 90045

It had to be a hoax – a million bodies in a city center waving flags & chanting
for change without a single mention of consciousness. Might as well protest
the sun A$AP thinks as he takes a seat in front of a window that frames the
runway where one by one the ascension begins. That which was formerly
inside is now out & that which was formerly outside is now in; airplanes
& ideas running parallel in a single trajectory, everything a nascent story
where mannerisms fade into methods, solidified. Revolution was a farce.
Anything that needs the conspiracy of an other is splendidly unreal. A$AP
glances to the right & to the left – transitioning from love to rebellion is no
longer a conundrum. All opposition is a manifestation of the same beating
heart. Every battle, whether it be an inconsequential argument or a nuclear
holocaust, is a form of civil war. The self of the entire population is in no
position to discriminate. Heaven does not audit the outcomes of behavior,
the playful child & the violent criminal are equally endorsed. A$AP smiles –
every narrative, from the blockbuster to the unbelievably mundane, requires
its own absence to exist. This absence induces everything – even 7 billion
fists raised proudly to the sky. Families are sacrificed, deeds are hidden,
cars burn, people die, buildings crumble. The comedy of the horrific is for
humanity to recognize. Weapons are developed for mass destruction while
bombs find their way into hands with hopeful hearts. Overthrowing one
rendition of separation for another is a pattern we’d do well to investigate.

uprising
1 World Way, Los Angeles, CA 90045

Not once in the history of the world has there ever been an uprising
that wasn’t premature. Inciting revolution without first knowing the self
is an act of perpetuating problems in infinite duration. For A$AP, this was
common knowledge for those who could embrace it. Alternating patterns of
religious red & buoyant blue deceptively create the phenomenon of variance.
But multiple shades of purple will never answer the enlightened questions
of who or what is seeing the experiences of time. For A$AP, all rebellion was
an internal aﬀair. The lilacs were inside of him. The lavender, inside of him.
The amethyst, the wine, the hyacinth, inside of him. The shadows were
inside of him. The spiders, inside of him. The skyline, the violets, the
moonlight, inside of him. Color was an eﬃgy, a mechanism, a teacher –
a monitored underpinning pointing backwards to the mysteries of life.
For A$AP, the content of his consciousness was the only enemy – a myriad
of images posing as a gang of fictional adversaries who were living beyond
the boundaries of light. Revolutions didn’t just happen in the world – they
were measurements of the preliminary. Even the eternal was impulsive
when it came to the declarations of war. All battles were viewed as
vandalism of the unreal, manic executions of the relative absolute. To rebel
against anyone or anything outside of one’s self was a continuation of bondage.
A$AP suggests to keep the peace – to suspend the impatience and to perform
the most dangerous uprising this planet has to oﬀer: the silent turn within.

prison
1 World Way, Los Angeles, CA 90045

85 precious babies – 170 parents still believing that something separate
was born. This was the definition of psychological prison that A$AP saw
was invisible to the populace – the ministry of the false had been normalized
and the prison guards didn’t hold this truth to be self-evident. The reciprocal
of freedom was playing itself out on a stage with unknowing inmates. This
was a travesty of hopeless proportions. Every active mind was in solitary
confinement. The jails had been full for ages and had burst into the streets.
Secure in their sentencing, priests & politicians pressed onward, no hesitation,
never taking pause to question if the way to get out was the way to get in.
For them, escape had to be violent, change always had an obstacle,
revolution was grounded in agitation. Every new birth was faithfully trained
to believe in the convenience of the isolated. A$AP knew he was surrounded
by a host of pseudo-rebels – angry protesters ready to attack when, in reality,
there was nothing threatening outside of them. The expanse of America was
all a single self – a universal monolith that A$AP envisioned as a reborn republic,
a democracy devoted to Non-separation, an innovative nation that manufactured
rebels by celebrating the turn within. A$AP let the shackles fall away – when birth
is a fiction, death follows suit. Renaissance is a luxury that is nobody’s doing.
To breathe as a prisoner, but beyond the fray, is to be one with the people.
Steel bars do not impact the limitless. Even with the warden providing the mind
with a steady stream of conflict – escape is as simple as remembering who you are.

moth
1 World Way, Los Angeles, CA 90045

Catching an indoor moth in his left hand like a practiced American samurai,
A$AP walks to the emergency exit and releases it to the wild. Alarms
disturb the universe but, today, homicide is not an option. He lets the little
winged God find its own fire to burn in; he lets life get intimate with the
impersonal. In so doing, A$AP becomes the most dangerous man in
America – cross-legged & without weapons, he models what revolution
can instigate when its aims are self directed. A$AP daydreams of 1865
& ponders 1776 – two pivotal years the unrecognized Separate Self failed
to change the history of American division. Edit all the text books & change
the national anthem – this line of inquiry is a bold reversal of the accepted
narrative. What were once esteemed rebels are now rugged children
devoid of real solutions. Repackaged separation is the story of humanity’s
most revered – a sinister crucifixion of the fundamental truth. Nobody knew
the way to rebellion was the silent turn within. A$AP inhales the pain of the
world and exhales peace. His rebellious heart feels love-heavy & hopeful –
he knows the United States is already playfully united & all religions, with
or without the flag, are indivisible. But there’s a hidden lesson in plain view
that the citizens are missing: perspectives are connected to fiction. And
fiction is the groundwork of a fractured future – commerce & relationship
are built upon a lie. A$AP can no longer pretend to be an other. Drifting in
the wind, an outdoor moth floats through the cabin of an airplane flying home.

forgiveness
1 World Way, Los Angeles, CA 90045

With nothing left in the universe to forgive, A$AP pretends to forgive the
seasons – he pretends to believe in the fiction of change, in the cancers of
the sun, in the timelessness of revolution, & the vile behaviors of the basest
of rebels. No longer able to meddle in the truth of impervious things, he
pretends to forgive history – he pretends to forgive the re-writing of stories
that were nobody’s to touch. The arrogance of the human mind has induced
a genocide of the spirit. With nothing left to forgive, A$AP pretends to forgive
education – he pretends to believe in knowledge as an extraction of the real,
a fool’s gold that created tolerance & understanding, a magic elixir concocted
to drown out the world’s problems by promising snake-oil to the masses.
No longer able to be seduced by solidity, he pretends to forgive science –
he pretends to forgive the ignoring of that which is looking at the world,
that which is seeing the seen. For A$AP, the idea of acceptance is a mental
manifestation while rebellion is the act of total forgiveness. With nothing
left to forgive, A$AP pretends to forgive the people for becoming unhinged –
he pretends their collective voice is isolated from his unheroic heart.
To stare at the moon as an empty individual, both compassion & protest
are carnivals of the dead. When the self is divided, forgiveness slips into
the realm of possibility – autumn leaves fertilize an emergent summer.
This makes America’s timeline a simple dramatization with zero apologies.
Revolution is knowing that everything separated can never be sincerely sorry.

unity
1 World Way, Los Angeles, CA 90045

“Let the people of the world unite” reveals a critical misunderstanding:
interconnection is an evil dream, a ratification of the Separate Self and
the laws of separation – a utopian projection composed of dust.
Half-baked & blind, politicians are calling for a grand reversal; “Let the
people of the world unite” they say through shallow teeth surrounded
by waving flags & peaceful signs, an ill-timed joke to the awakened.
Peace is impersonal, not political – A$AP knows that unity is prior to
unification. Before the ocean, before the daﬀodils, before the internet,
A$AP was. Before the seasons, before the stars, before cathedrals,
A$AP was. Before rebellion, before nations, before his birth, A$AP was.
No longer focused on a future caught in a web of fragmentation, A$AP
sees that revolution precedes the indicators of unity – it’s a nonphenomenon trapped by the illusion of false potential, a side-show reality
with an aftermath trying to create an American balance that can never
be achieved. Stitching together billions of patches that are already
unified is a collective form of insanity for those on the planet who
champion change. “Let the people of the world unite” they say
when the people are already united in a perfection where every
movement is connected to all other movements in simultaneity. A$AP
looks into the rear-view glass until time & space dissolve. He places
both hands over his chest & becomes the unified heart of humanity.

anthem
1 World Way, Los Angeles, CA 90045

A$AP’s inner light has come to fruition – oranges & lemons, apples & pears
haunt the hallowed grounds of his inner well-spring in abundance. The
markets of all major cities are overflowing with produce. Even the churches
are fruitful from Minnesota to the coasts. Nothing left behind is the light
of devotion – dark clouds manufacture rain for the gardens of Earth. Fear is
now bankrupt & the thunderstorms loom over Kansas unconcerned. A$AP
listens to the forceful wind & understands the music of his lifetime is now an
unexpected album, a new vision for a country in decline. His inner light is the
beginning of a great American anthem. Both artist & producer, A$AP re-imagines
revolution from the inside out. Protest is a symptom of consciousness.
Rebellion is a symptom of consciousness. Change is a symptom of
consciousness – a symbol of chaos with multitudes of memory (& no inherent
meaning of its own.) When minds are flipping like calendars unnoticed, the
world we suﬀer in is common-place. Revolution in the jungle or city-center is
thought to be obtainable; a backwards dream for souls who dream themselves
separate. A$AP is breathed into the confines of the midnight sky. What is not
A$AP is also breathed into the confines of the midnight sky. Natural & unashamed,
A$AP no longer has the confines of an opposite, his inner light has come to
fruition – avocados & raisins, mangos & papayas haunt the hallowed grounds of
his inner well-spring in abundance. The markets of all major cities are overflowing
with produce. Even the churches are fruitful from Minnesota to the coasts.

philadelphia
In which A$AP Rocky lands at Philadelphia International Airport and catches a taxi to
6th & Market St. where he tags the sidewalk in front of the Liberty Bell – contemplating
FREEDOM.

8000 Essington Ave, Philadelphia, PA 19153
Head east on Arrivals Rd
Keep right at the fork, follow signs for 291 N
Use the middle land to keep right
Use the left lane to take the Philadelphia ramp
Merge onto I-95 N
Use the left 2 lanes to take exit 22 toward US-30 E/
Independence Hall
Use the right lane to merge onto Callowhill St
Use the 2nd from the left lane to turn left onto 6th St
Use the right 3 lanes to turn slightly right onto S 6th St (Signs for
Penns Landing)
Turn left onto Market St
6th St. & Market St., Philadelphia, PA 19106

part three – freedom

bell
6th St. & Market St., Philadelphia, PA 19106

Love is a bastion; an institution of the eternal. There are no students & the
researchers are empowered to work everywhere (including here). They
have accepted that place is not a destination, it’s a periodic freeze-frame of
unrequited love – the eyes stare at what consciousness projects without
division. What we think of as relationship is non-existent because our lives
are played into the world without a second – simple love is not a mystery.
It’s self-reflexive talk about nothing, vague questions that get the universe
through a moment as the unquantified stillness of rebellion plays its part as
love. Revolution is a tangent where liberal lions are not separate from
conservative crows. Before & after the heat of battle, liberty has already
been decided – no soldier can claim victory. No civilian can claim defeat.
Not a single breath in the history of their feud has ever been autonomously
taken. Knowing this is freedom. Seeking this is rebellion. Being this is love.
The vibrancy of the heart is directly proportional to the joy of Non-separation.
Unattuned to the marginalized, Americans feel safe in their lack of revolution.
“Let freedom ring” they say while celebrating a cracked bell that encourages
patriots with a false sense of liberty. Freedom is promoted as something
gained – not something that is prior to the human condition aware of being
human. One’s true nature is the only liberty; all else, no matter the glamour,
is a colorless distraction. The weigh station of freedom is a flag on the horizon.
To get there, there’s absolutely nothing to do – as soon as possible.
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